Date - 23-5-2019

ST ANNdS SCHOOL

SUMMER HOLIDAY HOMEWORK 2019-20
CLASS-

Make a book mark, decorate it and write your favourite quote on it.
2. Read the biography of Leo Tolstoy and write it in your words.
3. Read Chapters 3, 4, 5 of Alien Hand and -Choose 10 interesting adjectives and 10
adverbs from the book and find their dictionary meanings.
4. Find one synenym and one antonym for all the 20 words.
Make interesting sentences using any 10 words.
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o Present your work creatively
o Make a poster on any of the following topics

:

a) Donate blood
bJ Keep the earth green
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1) Represent the given situation diagrammatically and mathematically. Use different
colours for positive and negative integers. In an hour many jumps he comes out of the wall? "A frog is
there in a 12 m deep well. The frog wants to jump out of the well. Every time he jumps 3 m and falls
back by 1m".
2) Take small packets of water. List out the ingredients with their weights and calories, Find out total
calories consumption, Convert the weight of each ingredient in fraction and then decimal.

SCIENCE- Make a project on nutrition in animals.
S.ST- 1) Calligraphy is the art of beautiful writing. Write your name or a quotation using this art. You will
find several sites on the internet from where you can get ideas like www.calligraphykrdy.com and

www.quillskill.com

.

2) Do a project

on any Indian woman who has achieved success in life despite great odds.
Describe the adverse circumstances she had to fight against and her road to eventual success.

ART /CRAFT- 1. Do pg no.41.,43 and 48 in Art Book. 2. Make a decorative file folder [A3 size)

(Note - Summer break starts from Sunday, 26 May 2079. The school will reopens on Monday,
With usual timings, i.e. 7,45 am to 7.30Pm,

7

July 2019.
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